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T H WHITE GETS A HEADS UP WITH MACDON 
 

New Holland dealer, T H WHITE Agriculture, has become a supplier of Canadian draper 

style combine headers from MacDon. These exceptional headers offer unrivalled 

harvesting performance, delivering outstanding results and productivity. 

 

Available in sizes up to 13.7m (45ft), MacDon FlexDraper® and Draper headers benefit from 

more than 70 years’ experience making harvesting equipment for farmers on the rich prairie 

lands of Winnipeg and Manitoba in Canada. A world-leader in harvest technology, MacDon 

works directly with producers and harvesters in some of the toughest conditions around the 

world to ensure that its headers deliver worry-free harvesting performance with any crop, in 

any conditions, and with any major brand of combine harvester. 

At the heart of MacDon’s design is the instant response Active Float System allowing an 

extremely close cut without pushing soil. The operator has On-the-Go Control – from the 

driving seat – of ground pressure, cutting height and fore-aft header tilt, while Active Crop Flow 

gently places crop on the side drapers heads-first and swiftly moves it onto the feed draper, 

where it’s scooped up into the combine’s feeder housing. This promotes peak combine 

efficiency by saving fuel, improving threshing action, creating better straw distribution, and 

allowing for a more productive harvest.  
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“With harvest just around the corner we are looking forward to starting to retail units as well 

as the 2019 demo campaign” MacDon’s export supervisor Mike Van Den Bosch explained. “T 

H WHITE Agriculture is the latest addition in a growing dealer network to better serve 

customers in the UK.  MacDon Europe is very excited to work with T HWHITE with their long-

standing history, and strong reputation with customers in the region”. 

Adrian Lovegrove, Operations Director for T H WHITE adds “Upgrading from a traditional 

auger to a MacDon Draper will increase our customers’ productivity this harvest, particularly 

in damp and moist conditions.  This means they can starter earlier and work later in the 

evening than with a traditional solution.  These are true multi-crop headers - able to harvest 

cereals, oil seeds, beans – just about any crop in any condition – and we are pleased to add 

this solution to our harvest line-up”. 

T H WHITE Agriculture supplies class-leading machinery brands to local agricultural 

businesses. Whether you are interested in tractors, combines, balers, implements or service 

and parts, the expertise from T H WHITE means you can rely on us to help you choose the 

right machine for your application and ensure that you can keep it running productively for 

years to come. 

 

- Ends – 

 

ABOUT T H WHITE: 
T H WHITE Agriculture is a south west based New Holland dealer providing equipment, 
service and parts from 7 branches: Marlborough, Frome, Knockdown (Tetbury), Huntley, 
Devizes, Hereford and Toddington.  T H WHITE Group is an engineering services provider 
specialising in the supply and maintenance of machinery for multiple sectors including 
agriculture and dairy equipment, groundcare, construction, lorry cranes, grain storage, 
renewable energy, and fire and security systems.  The business has been helping customers 
get the best from machinery, land and buildings since 1832.  For more information please visit: 
thwhite.co.uk 

 
 
ABOUT MACDON: 
For over 70 years MacDon has been a world leader in technology, innovation, and 
manufacturing of high-performance harvesting equipment and now distributes products 
worldwide supported from offices in Canada, the United States, Australia, Russia, Brazil, and 
Germany.  MacDon’s relentless pursuit of improvement is driven by a desire to make 
harvesting easier and more productive for farmers.  Working directly with producers and 
custom harvesters, this relationship guides MacDon to pioneer industry-leading innovations 
like the FlexDraper®. MacDon has a worldwide reputation for excellence as The Harvesting 
Specialists - proud to make equipment that help producers harvest the crops that feed the 
world.  For more information please visit: macdon.com 
 


